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Western esotericism, also called esotericism, esoterism, and sometimes the Western mystery tradition, is a
term under which scholars have categorised a wide range of loosely related ideas and movements which
have developed within Western society.These ideas and currents are united by the fact that they are largely
distinct both from orthodox Judeo-Christian religion and from Enlightenment ...
Western esotericism - Wikipedia
Earlier Mahayana sutras already contained some elements which are emphasized in the Tantras, such as
mantras and dharani. The use of mantras and protective verses actually dates back to the Vedic period and
the early Buddhist texts like the Pali canon.The practice of visualization of Buddhas such as AmitÄ•bha is
also seen in pre-tantra texts like the Longer SukhÄ•vatÄ«vyÅ«ha SÅ«tra.
Vajrayana - Wikipedia
Nasr has written a detailed â€œIntellectual Autobiographyâ€• for the volume dedicated to him in the Library
of Living Philosophers, The Philosophy of Seyyed Hossein Nasr (Chicago: Open Court, 2001), and most of
what is said here about his life derives from that source. The autobiography has been summarized by Zailan
Moris in Knowledge is Light: Essays in Honor of Seyyed Hossein Nasr (Chicago ...
Seyyed Hossein Nasr: Life and Work - World Wisdom
This is the complete text of "What is African Traditional Religion?", an essay by Joseph Omosade Awolalu,
which appeared in the the journal "Studies in Comparative Religion", 1975 Winter (Vol. 9, No. 1)
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